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ABSTRACT
In this paper we will describe recent experiments on the effect of
gases en the final configuration of vacancy clustering (void or loop),
end en the local effects of dislocations.
The contribution of this dota to our general knowledge of void formation willfeediscussed, and Monte Carlo calculations of swelling
Induced by Irradiation with different particles presented.'

INTRODUCTION

A greet deal of theoretical and experimental studies on void formation hove
been published fn the past several years, and ore related In the proceedings of a few
major conferences '
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Despite the number of publications, the fundamental basis of veld formation are stilt
under discussion. Thereby, the usual steady state models of nucleatlen and growth
loll to reproduce experimental results, especially If different types of irradiating
particles ore Involved.
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The origin of this resides in the fact that if every one agrees that gases and dislocations ore necessary to form voids, little Is \stomt on what happens in the vicinity
of a dislocation or how gases influence the final configuration of vocortcy clustering
(void or loop).
In this paper we will first summarise the results already publishecT on local effects
at dislocations. Then we will present experiments performed on welt known materials irradiated by different types of particles, which will lead us to a model of
void oucleotion. The proposed mechanism will be tested by Monte Carlo simulation
of void formation in copper irradiated by self-ions, electrons or neutrons tn different
experimental conditions.

fFFICT OF DISLOCATIONS

Two main informations have been taken ojt of our experiments.
1 . Voids ore teen to nucleate preferentially In the compression side of dislocations
with en edge component. This fact seems to be general end has been observed
for off types of Irradiating particles end all the metals investigated. Examples of
this ore given of Fig. I . Fuithermore the presence of a certain number of dislocations
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Fig. 1 - Nude*tat of voids near dfsloeotiom
a) Neutron irradiated AI
b) Copper Irradiated by 500 keV Cubions.
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teem necessary although not sufficient for void nucleation. Thus In agreement
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with previous experiments '
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, It has been

shown that to nucleate velds in Cu or Ni
under electron Irradiation in the H. V . E . M . ,
one must at first put Into the metal a high
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dislocation density by cold work or low temperature irradiation. These facts ore also
emphasized by the correlation existing between void number and dislocation density.
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Thus in ion bombarded copper and neutron
irradiated magnesium (fig. 2) void number
increases with dislocation density.

Fig. 2
%

2 . Void growth is affected by the vicinity of a dislocation. As already stated by
Norrls , we have seen in electron Irradiations that the growth rate of on Individual void depends of Its distance to o dislocation. Furf hemore, the ploteof mean
void site versus dose for neutron irradiated Mg and AI and Ion bombarded Cu
(fig. 3) Indicate that in the Initial stages when) all the voids are in the vicinity
of dislocations (fig. 1), a much higher growth rate Is observed.
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Fig. 3

The fact that voids appear on the compression side of edge dislocations» and the
enhanced growth rate observed, ore good evidence that dislocations do act as biased
«Inks absorbing intettitlals preferentially to vacancies, and furthermore suggest the
existence of a vacancy concentration peak In Its vicinity which is not explained
by the steady state models.
in fact Monte Carlo simulation of neutron radiation damage In the vicinity of an
edge dislocation In aluminium '
6

' reveals, during transient states, the presence of

this peak at about 300 lattice parameters of the dislocation (fig, 4). This peak
remains at steady state If the dislocation is considered as a non symmetric sink. Until
steady state Is reached only the embryos located of the vacancy concentration peak
can grow.
The presence of this peak explains the enhanced growth rote of voids, which Is
observed In the early stages of Irradiation. Fig. 5 compares the experimental results
to those of the simulation of void growth In the presence of a climbing dislocation ;
they are in good agreement.

Fig. 4 - Vacancy concentration around
on edge dislocation transient effect».

f i g . 5 - Void growth in AI.

FINAL CONFIGURATION OF VACANCY CLUSTERING

Three main factors seem to influence the final configuration cf vacancy clustering,
namely : gos content, dose rote and the nature of the irradiating particle. Let us
summarize the experiments leading to major informations on the subject.
1.

Self-ion bombarded thoroughly out gassed copper and nickel do nof lead to void

formation, whereas voids occur in the presence of originally occluded or implanted
gases (fig. 6).

This clearly shows that to form voids gas ofoms are necessary in the

early life of a vacancy cluster stabilizing it against collapse to a vacancy loop.
. . . . . . .
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Fig. 6 - Effect of occluded gases on void nycleaf ion
o - Annealed copper
b - Out gassed copper
2.

Both soluble and insoluble gases affect nucleation ; fig. 7 illustrates the effect

of increasing amounts of oxygen or helium implanted before i rradiaf ion of thoroughly outgassed copper with 500 keV Cu

ions. One must note that the nucl er»-

tion of both voids and interstitial loops are affected by gases ; moreover gas concentrations well below solubility limit affect void nucleation, and void number quickly
saturates with gas content at low temperatures.
3.

Gos effect is temperature dependent ; the temperature of maximum swelling/

and the extent of the swelling domain, depend extensively on gas content. Thus
a shift of the swelling peak to high temperofures is observed when gas concentration increases. Fig. 8 giving the swelling versus température curves for annealed

1-

ond oufgasscd Ni bombarded nickel, and 1 MeV electron bombarded Cu illustrate this effect.

EFFECT OF OXYGEN
C»/C»'lo«.
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Fig. 7 - Effect of preinjected gases on void formation in self ion bombarded copper.
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Fig. 8 - Effect of outgassing on the temperature range of swelling.
4. Experiments performed on self ion bombarded Cu and Ni show that at constant
Irradiation time the lower cut off température of swelling depends OP dose rare.
Thu»/ at 400°C in Cu and 450°C in Ni only loops are seen after about 3 hours
-3
Irradiation at 2-3.10 dpo/s (fig. 9a), whereas voids occur if the irradiation
Is carried out at 2.3.10*

dpo/s although the dose is ten times smaller (fig. $b).
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f i g . 9 - Effect of flux on void formation
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5. At tow temperatures voids ore formed on proton or electron irradiât ion ond not
yfàb self ions. Furthemore fhe void domain extends to much higher temperatures
with proton» than with electron» or self-Ion». This Is titustrotod on fig. 10
which ah* the swelling vont» temperoture curve» for N i and Co Irradiated of the
some damage tote ( v 3.10

dpa/») by different particles.
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Fig. 10 - Effect of the irradiating particle on void formation.
These results rule out a certain number of assumptions on void formation published
In the littérature.
Thus our experimental data clearly shows that void nucleotion on submicroscopic
gas bubbles is not the essential mechanism, since soluble gases ct concentrations
below solubility, lead to void formation In copper or nickel. On the other hand
the effect of gases is not due as proposed by different authors

'

'

' to a

lowering of surface energy. In this cose, one should expect different effects from
oxygen and helium on void nucleation since only oxygen has an appreciable effect
on the surface energy copper
Finally, experiments on dose rate and the effect of the irradiating particle clearly
show that the shift in the temperature range of swelling is not simply due to an
Increase of recombinaisons with dose rate as generally assumed.
In fact all our experiments point out that the temperature range of swelling
Is nucleat ion limited ond that gases ploy a major role. Most the results con be
explained if one assumes that gas atoms stabilize a vacancy cluster against collapse
to c vacancy loop or annihilation by vacancy emission. Thus, the final configu15
ration of vacancy clustering,resulting as proposed by Adda ' from a competition
between vacancy clustering and the diffusion of gas atoms to the cluster,would

control the lower cot off temperature of swelling ; whereas of high temperature
the main effect is probably to limit vacancy emission of the small cluster, because
of the work required to compress the yas. This effect, is only sensitive if a certain
amount of gas is present in a small cluster, that is why higher gas concentrations
are necessary to affect void nucleation in the hiyh temperature range.

MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF VOID FORMATION IN COPPER

To test these assumptions we have performed a Monte Carlo simulation of
19
void formation in copper irradiated by self-ions, electrons and neutrons .
These c Iculations take into account gases, dislocations as well as the spatial distribution of the defects created by the irradiating particle. The general method
is published , the particular feactures of the computation ore the following.
' • Treatment of voconcy clusters : A vacancy cluster is olv/ays defined by the number of vacancies (n) and the number of gas atoms (p) it contains. Furthermore depending of the value of n ond p we distinguish 3 types of voconcy defects :
- If n is less than a critical value n no fundamental distinction is made between
a cluster with or without gas. The model used »o treat the emission or capture of
vacancies and gas atoms is very similar to the one described by Wiedersich and
ol
- If n becomes larger than n

we consider that if the cluster contains gas atoms

(p yi 0) it gives a void, whereas if it has no gas atoms (p as 0 ) it collapses into
a dislocation loop. Furthermore the binding energy of o vacancy with a void
19
or loop is assumed to be different .
2 . Defect source »

The defects'ore always introduced in the crysf ul at the expe-

rimental damage rate. For the simulation of electron irradiation the defects are
Frcnkel pairs ramdomly distributed in respect to space ond time. In the ease of
self-ions or neutrons the defects ore introduced in tho simulated crystal in the
form of cascades computed by the Marlowe program, but after the recombinations
ocevring during flie fi rst vacancy jump.

lo/;.

3. Choice of the sîmulotcd crystal cell. To reduce calculation time, and according
to the results already obtained in the absence of gas atoms, we have considered
the phenomena in a portion of crystal in the vicinity of a dislocation on the
^";

compression side . As a consequence of this choice, the computed swelling is
too lorgc, and only relative values are thus available.
4. Moteriol parameters : A certain number of constants and more particularly
the binding energies of vacancies to the different ogregates and the constants
relative to gas atoms are not known. They have been adjusted to a limited number of qualitative experimental results.
Results The comparaison of experiment fo simulation are given on fig. 11. To moke it
easier, since only relative values of swelling are available, we have made a
linear translation of the computed values, the linear coefficient bei.ig obtained by
adjusting one experimental point.
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We con see on these curves that this
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model Is in good agreement with expe-
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riment. In particular it reproduces very
well the temperature range of swelling,
observed in low dose rate self ion expe-
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riments, and neutron irradiations ; these
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results being computed with the values
of the parameters adjusted on other
experiments.
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Fig, 11 - Comparison of Monte Carlo
calculations with experiment.

vacancy loops are issued of the larger
vacancy clusters In the cascade.
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Tor voids the computations points out, that they result essentially of an homogeneous coprccipitation of mobile vacancy defects and gos atoms. The stabilisation
J*u1

of a sub-criticol largs vacancy cluster created in the cascade by gas atoms seems
to operate only where the cascodc contains the gas atoms ; this is the cose if the
cascades generated by a proton or on «fc particle. This effect could explain why
In some neutron irradiations, void number depends only of the total number of
9
cascadetond not at the rate which they are produced .
CONCLUSIONS
f4
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This work has emphasized that the final configuration of vacancy clusteting : void

m

or loop results from a competition between the clustering rate of vacancies and the
diffusion of gose* atoms to the cluster. Monte Carle calculations based on this

4< ' -M

assumption reproduce reasonably well the experimental swelling versus temperature
curves for all the different types of irradiating particles if dislocation densities
are available. Thus, for this simulation to be completely previsional a model
describing the evolution of dislocations must be elaborated.
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